Modern Foreign Languages (MFL) at Thomas Deacon Academy: Subject Leader Sarah Bray & Assistant Subject Leader Jose Ros

Subjects and qualifications

The MFL department provides teaching in Spanish, French and German. As a through-school, we also offer language teaching to all our students in Key Stage 2. Subject to student demand, we offer the GCSE and A-level qualifications to students who select a language as an option subject in Year 9.

Spanish is a thriving and highly successful subject for students at Key Stage 4. In addition, we provide exams skills coaching for home languages students in a range of GCSEs including Polish and Portuguese.

Staff teams

The department consists of a wide range of talented linguists who can speak and teach multiple languages, beyond those taught, demonstrating their passion for their subjects. Our Spanish students also benefit from regular contact with a native-speaking language assistant.

Extra-curricular activities

The MFL department offers students an annual overseas residential trip to Spain. For more information, contact Mr Ros. There is also an established pen-pal scheme with a school in the Alicante area.